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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

This case comes on for review before the Commission following a ruling by the

Supreme Court of Arkansas in Miller v. Enders, 210 Ark. 92,         S.W. 3d         .

The primary facts are not in dispute and have been stipulated to by the parties.  The

claimants, Dee Ann Miller and Clayton Bratt, as well as the respondent, Dennis Enders,

were all employed by Air Evac EMS, Inc., a company which provided air ambulance

service.  Miller was employed by Air Evac as a lead flight nurse.  Bratt was employed by

Air Evac as a lead flight paramedic.  Enders was employed by Air Evac as a helicopter

pilot.

On February 21, 2005, Air Evac dispatched an air ambulance helicopter to the

scene of a motor vehicle accident in Benton County, Arkansas.  Miller and Bratt were

assigned to the flight and Enders was the pilot.  After an injured patient was loaded into

the helicopter, Enders lifted off the ground in order to transport the patient to the hospital

in Springdale.  Shortly after takeoff, the helicopter went into a spin which resulted in a hard
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impact with the ground.  Miller, Bratt, and Enders all received personal injuries as a

consequence of the crash.  Both Miller and Bratt received workers’ compensation benefits

from Liberty Mutual, the compensation carrier for Air Evac. 

Claimants filed a tort action against Enders in the Circuit Court of Benton County

seeking damages for personal injuries which they alleged to have been proximately

caused by Enders’ negligent failure to exercise ordinary care while piloting the helicopter.

In response, Enders moved to dismiss based upon a contention that he was entitled to

immunity from tort liability pursuant to the exclusive remedy provision of A.C.A. §11-9-105.

The Benton County Circuit Court granted Enders’ motion dismissing the claim based upon

A.C.A. §11-9-105.  Claimant appealed that decision to the Arkansas Supreme Court which

in Miller v. Enders, 210 Ark. 92,          S.W. 3d          , ruled that the Benton County Circuit

Court lacked the jurisdiction to determine the applicability of the Workers’ Compensation

Act to claimant’s tort claim against Enders.  The Court held that the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation Commission has exclusive jurisdiction to make that determination.

On May 21, 2010, Judge Finch filed an order transferring this case to the Arkansas

Workers’ Compensation Commission for further proceedings in accordance with the order

of the Supreme Court.

Following a pre-hearing conference, a pre-hearing order was filed on October 12,

2010, setting forth various stipulations agreed to by the parties.  This pre-hearing order

was admitted into evidence as Commission Exhibit 1. These stipulations are set forth as

numbers 1 through 13 in the subsequent findings of fact and conclusions of law.

ADJUDICATION

The primary issue in this case is whether Enders is entitled to immunity from suit

in tort for injuries sustained by the claimants.  The exclusive remedy provision of the

Arkansas Workers’ Compensation law is codified at A.C.A. §11-9-105(a) which states in
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pertinent part:  

The rights and remedies granted to an employee subject
to the provisions of this chapter, on account of injury or
death, shall be exclusive of all other rights and remedies
of the employee, his legal representative, dependents, 
next of kin, or anyone else entitled to recover damages
from the employer, or any principal, officer, director,
stockholder, or partner acting in his capacity as an
employer, or prime contractor of the employer, on 
account of the injury or death, and the negligent acts
of a coemployee shall not be imputed to the employer.

Claimants contend that their tort action does not fall within the exclusive remedy set

forth in A.C.A. §11-9-505(a) because Enders was not their employer or even their

supervisor.  Instead, claimants contend that Enders was simply a coemployee and as such

he is a “third party” within the meaning of A.C.A. §11-9-410 which permits employees to

make claims and maintain actions in court against third parties for injuries sustained.

It is clear from a review of the parties’ stipulations as well as the testimony of Bratt

at the hearing that Enders was not the supervisor of the claimants.  The claimants were

primarily responsible for medical treatment of patients.  On the other hand, Enders was

responsible for piloting the helicopter.  Their job responsibilities did not overlap unless it

became necessary to transport the patient to a different hospital or weather conditions or

other factors affected the safety of the flight.  Based upon this evidence, I find that the

claimants and Enders were coemployees and Enders was not the claimants’ supervisor.

Even though Enders was simply a coemployee, under prior case law from the

Arkansas Supreme Court and the Arkansas Court of Appeals, he is still entitled to

immunity as a coemployee because he was performing the employer’s duty to provide a

safe place to work for the claimants.

Cases involving tort immunity of coemployees have a long history in Arkansas

beginning with the decision in King v. Cardin, 229 Ark. 929, 319 S.W. 2d 214 (1959).  In

that particular case, King was driving a dump truck which backed over a fellow employee
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named Dyer, killing him.  Dyer’s estate sued King as a third-party tort feasor alleging that

King was negligent in his operation of the truck.  The Court held that King was not immune

from immunity in tort because the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation law did not affect the

right of an employee to maintain an action against a third party.  In that particular case, it

determined that King was a third party; therefore, he was not entitled to immunity.

Since the decision in King there have been numerous other cases addressing this

issue.  In Simmons First National Bank v. Thompson, 285 Ark. 275, 686 S.W. 2d 415

(1985), the Court held that since an employer is immune from tort action for a negligent

failure to provide employees with a safe place to work, that same immunity also protected

supervisory employees when their duties involved overseeing and discharging the

responsibility of providing a safe place to work.  This immunity was extended to non-

supervisory employees in Allen v. Kizer, 294 Ark. 1, 740 S.W. 2d 137 (1987).  

In Barnes v. Wilkiewicz, 301 Ark. 175, 783 S.W. 2d 36 (1990), the Court determined

that providing a safe place to work was not limited to the employer’s physical premises or

an actual place of business.  In that particular case, the employee filed a tort action against

his supervisor for injuries he sustained when they were working on a company truck which

had stalled along a road.  The employee alleged that his supervisor had negligently parked

his truck partly in the roadway and that that negligence was the proximate cause of his

injuries which occurred when another motorist struck the parked vehicle.  The Court held

that the supervisor was immune from suit because the employee’s claim amounted to one

of failure to provide a safe work place.  The Court held that the employee was injured

during and within the course and scope of his employment and that the accident scene

itself was the workplace because the job required them to attend to a stalled company

truck and the supervisor was acting in his supervisory capacity at the time of the accident.

Most recently, the Arkansas Court of Appeals addressed a factual situation very

similar to the case at bar.  In Rea v. Fletcher, 39 Ark. App. 9, 832 S.W. 2d 513 (1992), Rea
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filed a tort action against Fletcher, a coemployee, alleging that Fletcher’s negligent

operation of a vehicle in which Rea was riding caused an injury to his spine.  In that

particular case, the employer provided transportation from a designated parking lot to the

work site and back during lunch and after work.  On the day of the accident, Fletcher’s

supervisor asked him to bring his truck to the work site for the purpose of transporting

employees back and forth for lunch because company trucks were not available.  Fletcher

agreed to use his truck to transport employees and it was during this transport that Rea

fell off the back of the truck.  After a trial court granted Fletcher’s motion for summary

judgement based upon a ruling that the employer is required to provide its employees with

a safe place to work, the case was appealed to the Arkansas Court of Appeals.  The Court

of Appeals affirmed the dismissal and stated:

Even assuming appellee was somehow negligent
in driving his vehicle, he is immune from suit because
under the facts of this case providing transportation
from the employer-designated parking area to the job
site involves a duty to provide a safe place to work.

Most recently, this issue was again addressed in Brown v. Finney, 326 Ark. 691,

932 S.W. 2d 769 (1996).  In that case, Brown and Finney were part-time employees of

ConAgra catching chickens.  Neither Brown nor Finney had any supervisory duties on the

job and ConAgra provided those employees with transportation in a company van to the

respective job site.  Finney had been designated by ConAgra to drive the employees to

the work sites in the company van.  While on the way from one work site to another, the

van driven by Finney overturned and Brown was injured in the accident.  Brown then filed

a tort action against Finney alleging that Finney was negligent in his operation of the van

on the night of the accident.  The Supreme Court after reviewing prior case law involving

these issues held that it was a duty of the employer to provide its employees with a safe

place to work and that that duty could not be delegated away to its employees, supervisory
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or otherwise.  The Court noted that this duty extended to the transportation of employees

between work sites.  The Court noted that in the process of transporting employees,

Finney was acting “as an arm of the employer”, fulfilling a duty to provide a safe place to

work.  The Court therefore concluded that Finney was performing the duties of his

employers that night and as such he was immune from suit in tort for injuries sustained by

Brown.

I find that based upon the decisions in Rea and Brown, that Enders is  immune from

suit in tort for injuries sustained by the claimants.  While Enders was not acting as a

supervisor on the date of the accident, he was transporting the claimants to and from the

accident site and was “acting as an arm of the employer,” fulfilling his employer’s duty to

provide a safe place to work at the time of the accident.  Therefore, Enders is entitled to

immunity from suit in tort for the injuries sustained by the claimants.

Claimants contend that the decisions in Rea and Brown should be overturned.

However, this administrative law judge is bound under the doctrine of stare decisis to follow

prior case law.  This administrative law judge certainly lacks the authority to overrule prior

decisions by the Arkansas Supreme Court or the Arkansas Court of Appeals.

In contending that prior case law decisions should be overturned, claimants contend

that the prior decisions extending immunity from tort to coemployees is a violation of Article

5, Section 32, of the Arkansas Constitution, as amended by Amendment 26 which states

in pertinent part:

The General Assembly shall have power to enact laws
prescribing the amount to be paid by employers for
injuries to or death of employees, and to whom said
payment shall be made....  Provided, that otherwise
no law shall be enacted limiting the amount to be
recovered for injuries resulting in death or for injuries
to person or property....

Specifically, claimants contend that the Arkansas Constitution extends immunity
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from tort only to employers, not coemployees such as Enders.  Therefore, claimants

contend that extension of the doctrine of immunity to actions in tort to coemployees is a

violation of Article 5, Section 32 of the Arkansas Constitution as amended by Amendment

26.

Although the Arkansas Supreme Court has noted that the Commission does not

have the authority to declare statutes unconstitutional, the Court has indicated that those

issues should be raised at the administrative law judge or Commission level.  See Miller

v. Enders, 210 Ark. 92,          S.W. 3d          .

I do not find that extending immunity from suit in tort to Enders as a coemployee is

a violation of the Arkansas constitution.  The decisions from the Arkansas courts indicate

that immunity from a tort action is only extended to supervisors or coemployees if at the

time of the accident they are fulfilling the employer’s duty to provide a safe place to work

and are essentially acting as “an arm of the employer”.  Because the employer is immune

from suit in tort, a coemployee who is acting on behalf of the employer by providing a safe

place to work is likewise entitled to that same immunity.  Significantly, the Court in Brown

drew a distinction between coemployees who are fulfilling an employer’s responsibility to

provide a safe place to work and employees who are simply carrying out a separate

individual duty.  In Brown, the Court noted that in King, the coemployee was not “in any

way, shape, or form, fulfulling the employer’s responsibility to provide a safe work place;

rather, he was merely attempting to carry out his separate, individual duty as an employee

to drive the dump truck used in asphalt operations.”  Therefore, King, under those facts,

was not responsible for the safety of his coemployee and under the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation law King was a third party.  On the other hand, in both Rea and in Brown

the coemployee was performing the employer’s duty to provide a safe place to work for

employees.  This is an important distinction and in my opinion justifies the extension of

immunity to coemployees who are fulfilling their employer’s obligation to provide a safe
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place to work.

In this particular case, Enders was fulfilling his employer’s duty to provide a safe

place to work for the claimants.  He was not simply carrying out his own separate individual

duty at the time of the accident.  Therefore, his entitlement to immunity from action in tort

does not violate Article 5, Section 32 of the Arkansas Constitution as amended by

Amendment 26.

FINDINGS OF FACT & CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1.    Claimant Dee Ann Miller was, on February 21, 2005, a registered nurse duly

licensed by and in good standing with the Arkansas State Board of Nursing and who was,

on that date, employed by Air Evac EMS, Inc. as a flight nurse for an air ambulance.

2.   Claimant Clayton Bratt was, on February 21, 2005, an EMT-paramedic, duly

certified and in good standing with the Oklahoma State Department of Health and was on

that date employed by Air Evac EMS, Inc. as an EMT-paramedic for an air ambulance.

3.   Respondent Dennis C. Enders, on February 21, 2005, held a commercial pilot’s

certificate for a rotorcraft-helicopter, issued by the Federal Aviation Administration, which

certificate authorized him to pilot a helicopter in accordance with the rules and regulations

of the Federal Aviation Administration.  On February 21, 2005, respondent Enders was

employed by Air Evac EMS, Inc. as a pilot of an air ambulance helicopter.

4.   Air Evac EMS, Inc. was, on February 21, 2005, engaged in the business of

providing air ambulance medical transport services to and from health care facilities by

means of helicopters appropriately equipped and configurated to provide these services.

5.   On February 21, 2005, Air Evac EMS, Inc. dispatched one of its air ambulance

helicopters to the scene of a motor vehicle accident on Highway 43 near Cherokee in

Benton County, Arkansas.  Claimants Dee Ann Miller and Clayton Bratt and respondent

Enders were, by Air Evac EMS, Inc., assigned to this helicopter as flight nurse, EMT-
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paramedic, and pilot, respectively.

6.   Upon arrival at the assigned destination, the injured patient was loaded onto the

air ambulance helicopter.  After the patient was secured for flight and given appropriate

medical attention by claimants Miller and Bratt, respondent Enders commenced a flight

with the intended destination being the hospital in Springdale, Arkansas.  Shortly after

takeoff, the helicopter went into a spin which resulted in a hard impact with the ground.

Claimants Dee Ann Miller and Clayton Bratt and respondent Enders received personal

injuries as a consequence of the crash.

7.   Claimants have brought suit against Enders in the Civil Division of the Circuit

Court of Benton County, Arkansas tort action, in which they seek damages for personal

injuries of Miller and Bratt which are alleged to have been proximately caused by

respondent Enders’ negligent failure to exercise ordinary care while piloting the helicopter.

8.  Respondent Enders, in the tort action, moved to dismiss upon the basis that he

is entitled to immunity from tort liability pursuant to the exclusive remedy provisions of the

Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Act, Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-105.

9.  The Benton County Circuit Court, in the tort action, entered an order dismissing

claimant’s claim against respondent Enders upon the basis of A.C.A. §11-9-105, from

which order claimants prosecuted an appeal to the Arkansas Supreme Court.  By opinion

entered February 25, 2010, the Arkansas Supreme Court ruled that the Benton County

Circuit Court was without jurisdiction to determine the applicability of the Workers’

Compensation Act, including A.C.A. §11-9-105, to claimants’ tort claim against respondent

Enders upon the basis that the Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission had

exclusive jurisdiction to make that determination.  Claimants’ appeal was dismissed with

leave to claimants to pursue the question in a proceeding before the Commission.

10.   Respondent Enders, as of February 21, 2005, had no medical training nor did

he hold any license or certification authorizing him to render patient care services.
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11.  The air ambulance helicopter involved in the occurrence on February 21, 2005

was owned by an entity affiliated with Air Evac EMS, Inc.  All medical equipment, drugs,

medical instruments and supplies on board of the air ambulance helicopter were owned

and furnished by Air Evac EMS, Inc. with the exception of the medical instruments owned

by claimants Miller and Bratt.

12.   Claimants Miller and Bratt and respondent Enders were each paid directly by

Air Evac EMS, Inc. which had sole liability for their compensation.

13.   Respondent Enders was not, on February 21, 2005, an employer of claimants

Dee Ann Miller and Clayton Bratt, or either of them.

14.   Claimants were responsible for all matters concerning the care of the patient

during transport including the responsibility for securing the patient for flight, conducting

the appropriate examination of the patient to determine his status, and providing

appropriate therapy and treatment according to their evaluation of the patient’s status and

the exercise of their skill, care, and judgement within the scope of their training and

respective licenses.  All matters pertaining to the care and treatment of the patient were

exclusively the responsibility of the claimants.

15.  Enders was employed by Air Evac EMS, Inc. to pilot the helicopter.  Enders in

his operation of the helicopter was not subject to any right of direction, control, or

supervision by the claimants with the exception that they had the right to direct an

alteration of the flight plan if, in their judgement, the patient’s condition so required.

16.   The claimants each received workers’ compensation benefits from the workers’

compensation insurance carrier for Air Evac EMS, Inc. in connection with the injuries

received in the February 21, 2005 accident.

17.  Enders had no duty to furnish workers’ compensation benefits to the claimants.

18.  At the time of the accident on February 21, 2005 Enders was performing his

employer’s duty to provide a safe place to work for the claimants.
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19.  By performing his employer’s duty to provide a safe place to work for the

claimants, Enders is entitled to immunity from an action in tort pursuant to A.C.A. §11-9-

105.

20.   At the time of the accident on February 21, 2005 Enders was not a third party

within the meaning of A.C.A. §11-9-410.

21.   The Commission is bound by the doctrine of stare decisus and the decisions

in Brown v. Finney, 326 Ark. 691, 932 S.W. 2d 769 (1996) and Rea v. Fletcher, 39 Ark.

App. 9, 832 S.W. 2d 513 (1992).

22.  Immunity from action in tort to non-supervisory coemployees who are fulfilling

the employer’s duty to provide a safe place to work does not violate Article 5, Section 32,

Amendment 26, of the Arkansas Constitution.

ORDER

At the time of the accident on February 21, 2005, the respondent, Enders, was

performing his employer’s duty to provide a safe place to work for the claimants; therefore,

Enders was not a third party within the meaning of A.C.A. §11-9-410 and he is entitled to

immunity from an action in tort for negligence.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                    
GREGORY K. STEWART
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE

 


